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The Role of Virtual Gaming Programs in Promoting or Reducing 

Aggressive Behaviors in Children in Late Childhood 

       By 

Dr. Amal Mustafa El-Saigh)*( 

Abstract 

The current study aimed at determine the role of virtual play 

programs in promoting or reducing the aggressive behavior of children in 

late childhood. 

It is noted through the results of many previous studies that many of 

the virtual play programs will increase the manifestations of aggressive 

behavior in children, Violence to reach the end of the game, and given the 

importance of virtual games in the lives of children in the present era. 

It was important to monitor the most important programs that will 

reduce the aggressive behavior of children and compare programs with the 

promotion of aggressive behavior and limit the most important 

Requirements to be available for children's virtual games programs that 

reduce aggressive behavior that can also be used to treat children's 

turbulent and aggressive behavior 

To achieve the objective of this research, a 20-question interview 

questionnaire was designed for 20 teachers and parents of children 

Results showed that one of the most important factors that will 

reduce aggressive behavior in children of late childhood (the target group 

of research) add the attractions and suspense of virtual games away from 

violence by supporting the psychological requirements of the age of 

children as well as the development of means of attraction and suspense 

commensurate with their tendencies And their interests 
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 ةــــربيــة العــص باللغــالملخ

رالعدددلا رراض ر ددد ل ادددو تعحددددح    راإدددا  ددد   تهدددال رااةرادددل راإلا دددل  ادددب تإا دددا   ة  ددد ر  

 راسلوك راعا رنو الأطفلل او   حلل راطفوال رامضأخ ة. 

 دددد  خدددد ل نضددددل   راعا ددددا  دددد  رااةراددددلر راسددددل  ل    راعا ددددا  دددد   دددد ر   رالعددددلا   قددددا اددددوح 

راعنددد  ح دددؤ ت عدددا تلدددب رادددض ار   ددد   ردددلل  راسدددلوك راعدددا رنو ادددا  ر طفدددلل   تحددددارراض ر ددد ل 

  نهليل رالعبل   نرد ر  لم دل ر اعدللا رراض ر د ل ادو ح دلة ر طفدلل ادو راعيد  راإدلاوالوصول  اب 

كل     رامهم   رقبل  لم راب ر   راضو ت لل    راسلوك راعا رنو الأطفلل  ت   دا  لدم رامضطلبدلر راضدو 
كدددد  يجدددلا تورا لدددل ابدددد ر   ر اعدددللا رراض ر ددد ل الأطفددددلل راضدددو ت لددددل  ددد  راسدددلوك راعددددا رنو راددد   يم

 رامضط ب   الوع ل.  يضًل او ت ج ر طفلل   ا ةه راض ار ه

تدم تطب  ده تلددب اد ررً  20 د    كوندلاضإ  د  راهدال  د  لد ر رابإدؤ  تدم تيددم م رادضب ل    

    رامعلم      ا لء رر وة.  20

 دد  راسددلوك راعددا رنو اددا  ر طفددلل اددو  ت لددل ظهدد ر رانضددل       حددا  لددم راعور ددل راضددو   قددا

تور دددل راجددد لا  راض دددود     دددلال( رااةرادددل  ددد    هدددل نرددد  ر اددد ر  ت ندددلطفوادددل رامضدددأخ ة )   حلدددل را

الأطفدلل رانفسد ل  ررحض ل دلر د  خد ل  تدم  ذاد  ت  راعند   راضو تضسم  لابعاالأاعللا رراض ر  ل 

 ةغبددلتهم  راض ددود   مددل  ضنلاددلا  ددر   ددواهم  راجدد لا عدد ا  تطددود   اددل ل   مددل  ضنلاددلا  ددر  تمددلةلم
 ت  راعن .   ع ار
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Objectives of the study: 

The present study repair to achieve the following objectives: 

To enhance the role of virtual play programs in reducing Aggressive 

behaviors in Late Childhood children 

Emphasize the importance of the role of electronic and virtual games 

in influencing the developmental behavior of children 

Determining the importance of the relationship between virtual play 

programs and aggressive behavior in children 

Determining the impact of virtual play programs on late 

childhood children 

Identify the requirements for children's virtual games programs, 

which will reduce the Appearances of aggressive behavior, which can also 

be used to treat the behavior of turbulent and aggressive children 

Research importance  

The importance of the present study is illustrated in the following 

points: 

The importance of the study stems from the importance of the 

subject which it addresses, considering that the development of children's 

behavior and development depends heavily on many environmental 

variables surrounding and affecting strongly such as virtual play 

The study promotes the role of electronic and virtual games in 

shaping normal behavior in children 

The study is of special importance through the clarification of the 

importance of revealing the impact of modern technological games, 

especially the virtual games and clarifying the harmful and beneficial, 

which helps the creators of these games in the reform and development of 

its performance to serve children's Normal education . 
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Research problem  :  

Video games are a unique form of entertainment because they 

encourage players to become a part of the game's script. 

However, studies also show that video games with violent content 

are linked to more aggressive behavior in teens. This is a concern because 

most of the popular video games contain violence. 

Part of the increase in aggressive behavior is linked to the amount of 

time children are allowed to play videogames—and daily media use by 

children is increasing significantly.  ( Andrea,2014) 

The problem of the current study has emerged in the light of the 

impact of virtual games on children's behavior, and the results of many 

studies on the negative impact of these games. 

The researchers noted that many parents and teachers explained that 

the use of children for electronic and virtual games is inevitable and 

because of A clear impact was first researchers to shed light on the pros 

and cons of these games, and also shed light on the disadvantages of these 

games and make proposals to avoid it (Ibrahim ,et al ,2011), (Mohamed, 

2010) (Vince,J,1995) 

Study hypotheses: 

▪ There are statistically significant differences in the developmental 

behavior of children who use virtual games compared to children 

who do not use virtual games 

▪ There is a statistically significant relationship between violent virtual 

games and aggressive behavior in children 

▪ There are statistically significant differences between teachers and 

parents in evaluating the impact of virtual games on children 
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Methodology and Procedures: 

The methodology of the study should be related to the subject and 

objectives of the research. Therefore, the study will be used in the current 

method of social survey sample, and statistical processing of information to 

be consistent with the problem of study . 

This study seeks to combine the three purposes of the research, it is 

exploratory as it sheds light on the extent of the impact of virtual games on 

the growth of children's behavior from the point of view of individuals 

sample study, and is descriptive in view of its aim to seek descriptive 

analysis of the variables of study and interpretation, (Abu Hatab and Sadik, 

1991) 

Statistical approach: Analysis of variance, T.TEST, correlation 

coefficients 

Study Sample and Target Group 

Study Sample: Parents – Teachers 

Target group: Late childhood children 

Theoretical framework and previous studies 

Define virtual reality as a three-dimensional scenario to simulate a 

computer that a person can look forward to, move around, and experiment 

with. (Sandra's ,1994) 

The most widely acknowledged "positive" impact is that video 

games may help children improve their manual dexterity and computer 

literacy. Ever-improving technology also provides players with better 

graphics that give a more "realistic" virtual playing experience. 
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A survey conducted by the Kaiser Family Foundation in 2010 found 

that young people aged 8 to 18 devote seven and a half hours a day to 

entertainment. They can watch or play. 

In interactive video games, players move upwards by winning battles 

or battles. Players directly benefit from engaging in violence. 

The AAP released the policy statement because they want people to 

understand that exposure to “virtual” violence, through news, social and 

entertainment media, can be bad for children. Multiple studies have shown 

that children exposed to violence may be more aggressive, and they may 

have behavioral problems. They may also become desensitized to violence, 

which may be the worst outcome — imagine a generation of children 

growing up thinking that violence is acceptable and unremarkable. 

Gentile & Anderson (2003) suggests that playing video games can 

increase aggressive behavior because violence is repeated throughout the 

video game. . 

The researchers also found that children who played more violent 

video games at the beginning of the school year, by controlling the 

previous aggression, showed more aggression than other children later in 

the school year. (Pediatrics, November 2008) 

The debate on the psychological and behavioral effects of violent 

video games recently led to the claim that violent video games increase the 

effects of aggression on adolescents and that the conclusions are not 

mutually exclusive and can be interpreted by the method of evaluation and 

analytical techniques used. 

The results of some studies showed that some adolescents show the 

behavior of violence during and after these games, others show flexibility 

and non-violence, and these variables predict the reactions of people at an 

average rate of 73% (Gabrielle Unsworth, etal, 2007)  

https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/2052533630_Gabrielle_Unsworth
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The study of Gentile et al. (2005) examined the impact of violent 

video games on children by examining many previous studies that 

confirmed a clear negative impact on video games on children, although 

there are many advantages. However, these negative effects can be 

overcome by raising awareness of the quality of games Which can allow 

children to play it 

Sandra's (1994) study aimed to compare the effect of violent virtual 

play on youth arousal levels and feelings of aggression. The results indicated 

that the effect had a clear impact on human behavior. Television violence, 

for example, was implicated as a single causal factor in acquisition and 

performance of  aggressive actions (Friedrich-Cofer & Huston, 1986). 

However, one can learn aggressive content from TV without translating that 

knowledge into one's personal behavior (Pandora, 1965). 

The obvious heir to the formula of violence - action, which is already 

the essential element From television shows and video games (Greenfield, 

1984), is a virtual reality Game.(Jack Hollingdale etal ,2014) study 

confirmed   that the effect of playing a violent video game online and the 

impact of game experience including perceptions of difficulty, enjoyment 

and action on levels of behavioural aggression. Supporting previous 

research, this study found that playing a violent video game in comparison 

to a neutral video game significantly increased levels of aggression [3]–[6]. 

However, this main effect was not particularly pronounced when the game 

was played online. That is, both playing the violent video game online and 

offline relative to playing a neutral video game increased levels of 

aggression.(American Academy of Pediatrics,2016) 

Virtual violence – violence experienced via media or realistic 

technologies – is an inescapable component of children's lives, and research 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Hollingdale%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25391143
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shows that without guidance or controls it has the power to make children 

more aggressive, violent and fearful. 

"The American Academy of Pediatrics is still concerned about the 

impact of virtual violence on children, and we know that parents are also 

concerned, because it is a question for pediatricians during their health 

exams," said Dimitri Christakis, MD, FAAP, the main author of the policy 

statement. . "Pediatricians can call on parents to know that there are ways 

to mitigate the impact of violence in the media by watching games and 

movies with their children, developing a media plan for their families and 

protecting children under the age of six from all violent media." 

Despite the disadvantages of virtual games, it was used to study 

some of the symptoms of autism spectrum disorder and the results were 

positive (Patricia Mesa-Gresa Et al ,2018) 

A study found that parents who reported playing video games with 

their children were nearly three times more likely to have an impact on the 

effects of games on young people than adults who were not parents and 

those who never played. Parents could reduce the negative impact of these 

games the games (University of oxford,2016 ) 

Results 

Processing the Results of the First Hypothesis 

▪ There are statistically significant differences in the developmental 

behavior of children who use virtual games compared to children 

who do not use virtual games 

  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Mesa-Gresa%20P%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30071588
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Table (1) shows the value of the "T" test for the differences between 

the scores of the study sample on the comparison of developmental 

behavior of children who use virtual games compared to children who 

do not use virtual games 

the group AVG SD T Level of significance 
Students who do not use virtual games 

Students who use virtual games 

8.40 

8.56 

1.23 

1.42 
0.503 

Not statistically 

significant 

The above table shows no statistically significant differences 

between the scores of the study sample on the comparison between the 

developmental behavior of children who use virtual games compared to 

children who do not use virtual games. These results indicate that the 

child's development is not affected by the correct path of using the child for 

virtual games, Permitting their use should not raise the concerns of parents 

or guardians although these results may differ with some of the results of 

previous studies including a study Gabrielle Un sworth, etal, 2007 

Processing and analysis of the results of the second hypothesis 

▪ There is a statistically significant relationship between violent virtual 

games and aggressive behavior in children 

▪ The correlation coefficients of alpha-cronbach were used to 

determine the relationship between the use of virtual games and 

aggressive behavior from the point of view of individuals in the 

study sample. The results showed a correlation of D. at 7.68. These 

results are consistent with the results of many studies ( Andrea,2014) 

https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/2052533630_Gabrielle_Unsworth
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Processing and analysis of the results of the third hypothesis 

▪ There are statistically significant differences between teachers and 

parents in evaluating the impact of virtual games on children 

 

The first column (1) represents teachers 'views. The second column 

(2) represents parents' views on the impact of virtual games on children. 

These results show that there are no high differences between teachers 

'opinions and parents' opinions, which confirms the agreement between the 

educator and the guardian. To the school in judging the behavior of the 

child through which we can support the normal behavior of children and 

eliminate the manifestations of aggressive behaviors of different causes 
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